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Abstract
Why is the Grand Canyon sacred to Native American communities in the Southwest?
It’s a place of Emergence into this world, a place of beginning; the home of Salt
Woman and other deities; where ancient people lived; where present Native
communities live; a place of the dead, of ancestors, and of creation of new lives.
How does present day visitor behavior affect the spiritual and cultural values of the
canyon? Actions accumulate in places; what we do now affects the past and the
future.
Appropriate behavior means Respect, Reverence, and Responsibility: Native people
are engaged in stewardship of water, plants, animals, mineral resources, ancestors,
shrines, and springs, by means of prayers, songs, pilgrimage, environmental
monitoring, and adaptive management programs with federal agencies.
Respectful recreation means discouraging:
• Alcohol use (in excess, leads to bad behavior…)
• Excessive noise
• Excessive splashing around in streams and waterfalls
• Entering springs and sensitive habitats
• Damaging archaeological sites, removing artifacts, touching petroglyphs and
rock paintings
And encouraging:
• Quiet, contemplative approach to sacred places such as springs, waterfalls,
confluences, ancient dwellings
• Respectful, low-impact treatment of plants, animals, artifacts, ancient
architecture
Why approach quietly?
• Watch, listen, learn
• Who and what are already there?
• “asking permission” = establish mutually respectful relationship with a place
and its inhabitants
• Protect ecosystem diversity with low impacts to aquatic species, insects,
birds, etc
• Protect educational values— visitors learn about ecosystems and cultures,
create places/contexts for transmitting values and knowledge to next
generation
• Protect cultural values
• Protect inter-cultural relationships
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“Our recognition of the ‘cultural landscape’ – holy places, mountains, rivers, and
storyscapes is our umbilical cord to the earth…This canyon is threaded into the very
fabric of existence for all the tribes in the Southwest. It is a shared interest that
connects every single one of us, regardless of our cultural differences.”

